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The meeting was called to order at 10.25 a.m.

AGENDA ITEM 12: REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (continued)

!n_t(,!S!l~!o.L9nal~~cade for Natural Disaster Reduction (continued) (A/44/3 and 322 and
Add.1-2)

AGENDA ITEM 25: SHORT-TERM, MEDIUM-TERM AND LONG-TERM SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLeMS OF
NATURAL DISASTERS IN BANGLADESH (continued) (A/44/355, 409 and Corr.1 and 434)

AGENDA ITEM 88: SPECIAL ECONOMIC AND DISASTER RELIEF ASSISTANCE (continued)
(A/44/3, 169, 235, 361, 409 and Corr.l and 477)

(a) SPECIAL PROGRAMMES OF ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE (continued) (A/44/261, 373 and
Add.1-2, 418, 519, 559, 627 and 629)

(b) INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY FOR THE FIGHT AGAINST THE LOCUST AND GRASSHOFPER
INFESTATION, PARTICUL~RLY IN AFKICA (continued) (A/44/314 and Add.1)

AGENDA ITEM 153: EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE TO THE SUDAN (A/44/3 and 571)

1. Mr. FARAH (Under-Secretary-General for Special Political Questions, Regional
Co-operation, Decolonization and Trusteeship) said that the Secretary-General's
report on special assistance to front-line States and other bordering States
(A/44/373 and Add.1-2) had been prepared in response to General Assembly
resolution 43/209. The report indicated that various States and the United Nations
system had provided support in the form of grants, con~essional loans, food-relief
assistance, and development and technical assistance, particularly in the priority
sectors identified by the front-line States. Such assistance had been provided
under bilateral agreements, through regional networks, such as the Southern African
Developmen~ Co-ordination Conference (SADCC) and the AFRIC~ Fund established at the
Eighth Summit Conference of Heads of State or GovernmcnL of Non-Aligned Countries,
and through programmes sponsored by United Nations agencies and organizations such
as the World Bank, the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), the World Food
Programme (WFP) and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). While the
report showed an increase in the number of donors supporting the front-line States,
he hoped that more States and organizations would participate in that international
endeavour to er.able the front-line States and those States borderi~g South Af_ica
to overcome their critical problems

2. The Secretary-General's report on emergency assistance to the Sudan (A/~4/571)

described the nature and extent of the complex emergency problems facing the ~eople

and Government of the Sudan, the measures which had been taken to deal with '10se
problems and the problems which still remained to be resolved. The essential
objective of Operation Lifeline Sudan (OLS) had been to transport, within an
extremely short time-frame, some 120,000 tons of food and relief commodities to
regions of the Sudan where some 2 mi~lion civilians were in need of assistance.
Despite enormous obstacles, the Oper0~ion had been able to deliver over
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106,000 tons of food and non-food items by the end of September 1989. The
Executive Director of UNICEF and Personal Representative of the Secretary-General,
and the Special Co-ordinator for Emergency and Relief Operations deserved special
tribute for their personal efforts and their leadership during the critical period.

3. Those officials had now relinquished their responsibilities in OLS, which had
been entrusted to the Secretary-General's recently appointed Special Representative
in the Sudan. His mandate was to develop, in close consultation with the Sudanese
Government, the second phase of OLS, which, while continuing past emergency
programmes, would gradually shift emphasis from emergency relief to
rehabilitation. In order to formulate precise plans for future operations, several
working groups had already been established at Khartoum.

4. Unfortunately, the main causes of the crisis in the Sudan remained
unresolved. A resolution of the differences which were amenable to settlement
would be of invaluable assistance in relieving the humanitarian crisis afflicting
the country. The international community must share the hope that the second phase
of OLS could soon be followed up by a national reconstruction effort which would
place the country firmly on its way to economic recovery.

5. Mr. MOHIUDDIN (Bangladesh) said that his delegation was deeply grateful to all
those who had assisted Bangladesh during the 1988 floods, and wished to express its
deep appreciation to the Secretary-- 'eneral for his timely response to that
emergency and for his appointment of the United Nations Disaster Relief
Co-ordinator as his Special Representative to co-ordinate international assistance
to flood victims.

6. Since November 1988, a massive national effort had been undertaken under the
direct supervision of the President to rehabilitate and reconstruct the
flood-affected areas, readjust and revitalize the economy and institute effective
measures to prevent natural disasters or mitigate their effects. As Bangladesh
looked towards a permanent solution, its primary concern would be to co-operate
effectively with all its concerned neighbours with a view to formulating a coherent
and well co-ordinated policy. Such efforts should be backed by international
support and co-operation.

7. At the forty-third session of the General Assembly, the President of France
and a number of Ministers for Foreign Affairs had underscored the need to mobilize
the international community in order to find long-term and durable solutio'ls to
natural disasters in Bangladesh. On 15 September 1988, the European Parliament had
adopted a resolution calling for a stUdy of the causes of the severe natural
disasters which affected Bangladesh and in June 1989, the European Economic
Community had declared its resolve to provide co-ordinated and effective assistance
to Bangladesh. The Group of Seven Industrialized Countries, meeting in Paris on
16 July 1989, had also stressed the need for effective and co-ordinated action to
help Bangladesh find a solution to the periodic devastation caused by catastrophic
floods. In 1988, the Government of the United States of America had enacted
legislation to provide Bangladesh with disaster assistance in addition to regulor
assistance, in 1989.
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a. Four major studies on flood control, undertaken by the Unite1 States, Japan,
France and UNDP, had been completed, and an international grou~ of experts had been
appointed to integrate the major recommendations contained in those reports. The
World Bank was to convene an international conference on floods in Bangladesh in
London in December 19a9.

g. The Government of Bangladesh had identified three major activities to provent
flood control. Those programmes would require considerable investment both in
infraltructure development and in the various studies required. Multilateral and
bilateral donors should consider lupporting such effort.. Assistance would al.o be
needed to improve flood forecasting and early warning system., data collection and
analysis, and a number of other projects.

10. MI. de WHIST (Ecuador) said that the case of the recent earthquake in the
United State. of America illustrated what dilalter prevention really meant. The
use of modern anti-seismic construction technologies and of remote-slnling and
information systems had made it possible to limit the effect. of the earthquake,
especially in terms of lOll of human life.

11. Following the earthquake which had ocourred in Ecuador in March 19a7, her
Government had been able, with the co-operation of the Office of the United Nation.
Disa_ter Relie~ Co-ordinator (UNDRO), to carry out a number of important activities
at the national and regional levels. That experience had demonstrated that,
despite the Office's severe personnel and budgetary re.traint., UNDRO was capable
of rendering prompt and effective a•• istance.

12. Ecuador had enthusia.tically supported the de.ignation of the 199Os as the
International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction. Her delegation beli.ved that
UNORO should be provided with the neces~ary qualified personnel which would enable
it to carry vut th. r.quir.ments of th. Decade. There was no need to s.t up
additional bur.aucratic structures for the con~uct of the Decad., since any
expansion of the international bureaucracy would r.duc. the financial r.sources
urgently needed for programme. to as.ist the dlveloping countries. UNDRO Ihould
co-ordinate the activities of the Decade and shoul~ also be responsible for
collecting, evaluating and disseminating information which would help achieve the
goals of the Decade. If a secretariat was required, it should be a part of UNORO.

13. The Decade provided an exceptional opportunity for promoting solidarity among
Member States and their populations, and the agencies of the United Nations
system. Therefore, in accordance with the lofty ideals of the Charter of the
United Nations, participation in the Decade should be open to all.

14. Her delegation understood that the studies conducted and meetings held in
pursuance of General Assembly resolution 42/16g had produced a broad and
interesting collection of information which was .ummari.ed very briefly in the
relevant Secretariat documents for the current •••• ion. Accordingly, Ecuador
requested the preparation of a lilt of the publications and document. u.ed during
tho.e meeting., as well a8 of interdi.ciplinary publications related to the
consideration of natural diaalter reduction.
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15. Mr. WEIB~!H (Food and Agriculture Organl£ation of the United Nationl) laid
that f in recent yearl, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(FAO) had .upported a conliderable variety of emergency actions in the Sudan for
the relief and rehabilitation of rural and dilplaced population. affected by
drought, floods and civil strife. Such actions had taken the form of aSleslment of
the food lupply and agriculture .ituatlons, and proposal. to remedy probleml' crop
assessments, the improvement of fOOd-storage facilities, the provision of
agriCUltural inputs, and small-scale irrigation projects. The Director-General had
approved the allocation of emergency food aid from WFP resources to di.placed
perlons and those affected by drought and floods.

16. During the first phaae of Operation Lifeline Sudan, FAO had provided technical
advice to the Sudane.e Government and bilateral and non-governmental agencie,
involved in agrlcult,ural and related activitie•• In addition, FAO co-ordinated the
procurement and delivery of agricultural inputs, assuring that relief, food and
,eeds and other input. and tool. were delivered aimultaneou,ly and on time. FAO
wal al.o taking part in the planning of the lecond phaae of the Operation. In the
view of FAO, the crop and food ,upply .ituation continued to be extremely .eriou.
in leveral partl of the country, the relief .tage wal continuing in the louth and
urgent action was required to help people produce and expand their food lupplie,
and reduce the need for imports in the coming months. Emergency operation••hould
evolve into a recovery and rehabilitation programme of the food, human and animal
health, and ~griculture .ector.. The .econd pha.e should include drought-af'fected
areas in the weltern partl and on the ealt coalt of the Sudan. In addition,
,pecial attention shOUld be paid to the dilplaced persons from the south now in
Khartoum and other northern areal.

17. Mr. HARRXSON (United Kingdom) welcomed the fact that the Secretary-General',
report on the International Decade for National Di.alter Reduction (A/44/322 and
Add.1-2) focused on preparedness and mitigation rather than on dilaster relief.
The United Nations Iystem Ihould be actively involved in activities relating to
rilk a,.esament, early warning and education. Hil delegation was prepared to work
for the success of the Decade.

18. The Decad. should be administered efficiently and in a COlt-effective manner.
He welcomed the recommendations of the International Aa Hoc Group of Experts that
the Decade .ecretariat should be small and that a steering committee should be
retained under the Director-General for Development and International Economic
Co-operation. However, he questioned whether both a board of trustees and a
committ.e of experts were necessary.

19. National Governments had the most important role to play in the Decade, and
efforts should be made to avoid setting Up too many regional or subregional
structures. The Government of the United Kingdom had let up a network linking
various departments and was holding consultationl with the private sector. A foc~l

point had alao been deaignated. His delegation was stUdying the draft re.olution
which was being prepared on that SUbject and had taken note of the proposals for a
centre for emergency environmental assistance, all of which should be conaidered in
relation to other propolala being put forward in the context of the Dlnede.
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20. Misl CQURiQH (France) said that, while resident co-ordinators must be given
chief responsibility for evaluating disasters and co-ordinating relief efforts, the
Secretary-General should, as a rule, appoint a special representativo to deal with
major and complex disasters. Assessments of assist~nce ne.ds must be thoroughly
and regularly updated so that donor countries could respond to disasters
effectively. The disaster-related training given to staff in the field must be
improved and emphasis placed on prevention and preparedness projects, in the
context of UNDP country programmes or development strategies as appropriate. Close
co-ordination must be established in disaster-prone countries among all providers
of assistance. Efforts must be made to counteract the two main weaknesses observed
in relief programmes I delayed response and irregular delivery of non-food relief
supplie.. Further national and multilateral efforts were required in that regard.

21. She stressed the importance of UNDRO's role in managing information pertaining
to disasters, and noted the efforts UNDRO had made to improve its communication
system. Her delegation believed that any consideration of disaster preventif\n must
take into account the link that existed between UNDRO and the Decade on the one
hand and environmental issues on the other. The link between emergency assiltance
and development activities must also be strengthened by means of pragmatic effortl
in the field involving the agencies and non-governmental organizations concerned.
Becau.e the United Nations already possessed a wealth of experience in the area of
disaster prevention, her delegation believed that Decade activities should be
carried out, to the e~tent possible, within the context of existing structures.
Nevertheless, her delegation wae prepared to consider any appropriate measures that
would lead to the aChievement of the Decade's objectives.

22. Where the problems of natural disasters in Bangladesh were concerned at the
initiative of the French President France had financed a pre-feasibility study from
January to June 1989, following guidelines set down by the Government of
Bangladesh, aimed at finding permanent solutions to the problem of flooding while
fostering the development of irrigation and drainage so as to increase food
production without harming the environment. The French Government had obtained the
endorsement Of the Government of Bangladesh for the study prior to SUbmitting the
project to the European Community and to the Heads of State of the seven major
industrialized countries. The World Bank, which had agreed to co-ordinate the
international community's efforts to assist Bangladesh, had prepared a memorandum
for a meeting of donors to be held in London in December 1989 Which was based,
lnta~~iiA, on the French stUdy. Her delegation was pleased to note that the
measures recommended in the memorandum fully reflected the concerns of the
Government of Bangladesh and were let out in the context of the long·-term strategy.

23. Mr_\_...CA.s.IAN,j:j)A=-CQ-~.l{~JQ (El S~lvador), speaking also on behalf of Costa Rica,
Guatemal&, Honduras and Nicaragua, said that the Secretary-General's report on the
Special flan of Economic Co-operBtion for Central America (A/44/5l9) was realisti~

and concrete. Central America was mo~erniling its political an~ socio-economic
systems, an~ the countries of the reqion believe~ that peace, development an~

~emocracy were inextricably linke~ with the buil~in9 of a free and pluralistic
political system. Their efforts to establish an~ strengthen such a Iystem had been
recognized by the General Assembly in its resolution 44/10, adopted earlier that
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very week. If those effQrts were to be successful, however, they must be
reinforced by genuine regional development.

24. The damage wrought by nearly a decade of conflict and natural disaster' as
well as the region's economic problems, including a significant losu of income
caused by declining prices fQr Central American exports, posed enormous Qbstacles
to development. Co-operation on the part of the international community was
therefore indispensable.

25. The elaboration of the Special Plan of Economic co-operation for Central
America had been a lengthy and complex effort. In that connection, three important
developments had occurred in 1989. Firstly, the fifth conference of Central
American ministers, the European Community and the Contadora Group and ita support
group had been held at San Pedro Sula, Honduras, in February 1989, at which time
participants had reaffirmed their commitment to activities designed to bring about
economic reactivation and development in the region. Secondly, the International
Conference Qn Central ~erican Refugees had been held in May 1989 and had produced
a plan of action for refuqees, returnees and displaced persons in Central America.
Lastly, the First Meeting of Central American Governments with Co-operating
Governments and Institutions, held at Geneva from 4 to e July 1989, had highlighted
the need to mobilize additional resources through sectoral or thematic meetings
within the framework of the Special Plan. Accordingly, several such meetings had
been Icheduled for 1990.

2e. The progress made thus far by the Central American Governments in securing
pe.ce and implementing adjustment measures represented only a beginning, but the
Special Plan .erved as a beacon Qf hope, and he was certain that the pledge. of aid
and co-operation made in the context of the Plan would be honoured in the near
future.

27. The Central American countries also fully supported the International Decade
for Natural Disaster Reduction, as they were familiar with a wide variety of such
disast.rs. The Decade provided a historic opportunity for strengthening the role
of the United ~ations in disaster miti9ation. Preparations for the Decade should
focus Qn the nealth sector in particular, emphasizing activities to reduce the
vulnerability of hospitals or health centres to natural hazards ono improve water
and sanitation systems. He also welcomed the Decade's emphasis on pUblic education
for disaster preparedness. In conclusion, he endorsed the statementa made by the
Director-General for Development and International Economic Co-oper~tion and the
United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator on the subject of the Decade.

28. Mr. MAHMOUD (Lebanon) said that the Secretary-General's report on assistance
for the reconstruction and development of Lebanon (A/44/559) gave an accurate, if
rather gloomy, picture Of the situation obtaining in that country between
Augult 1988 and July 1989. The continued violence and disintegration of national
institutions had had devastating IOCi81 repercussions. Con.tent shelling had
caused extensive damage to the infrastructure of Beirut end its environsl and had
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led to a g.n.ral .~~dus of the urban popUlation. The .migration of compet.nt
professionals and technicians was likely to have a profound and lasting effect on
the national economy. While general calm had prevailed sinc. the ~roclamation of a
a cease-fire on 22 September 1989, thousands of displaced families who had returned
to Beirut faced widespread loss of property and a rising cost of living.

29. As the Secretary-General's report made clear, the Lebanese economy had
undergone a si~nificant transformation .ince 1975. The country's prolp.rity had
been replaced by poverty, with much of the popUlation unable to m.et itl basic
needl. Once the most modern country in the r'9ion, L.banon could no 10n9.r
generate sufficient gro•• dom.stic income to provide balic servic•• or maintain the
existing infrlst~uctur.. The appalling living conditionl and political instability
in the country had cauled a shift in the emphalis of as.iltanc. activitl'l from
reconstru~tion and development to relief and emergency aid.

30. The report provided a detailed account of the assistance provide~ to Lebanon
by the specialized agencill of the United Nationl system. In addition, the
Secretary-General's repeated app.als to the international community for urgent
humanitarian assistance had been m.t with a generoul response from donor countries
and organizations. He thanked all who had r.lpond.d .0 positively and comm.nd.d in
particular the specialized ag.nci'l al well a. the Unit.d Nations Int.rim Fore. in
Lebanon, which also provided humanitarian assistance to the popUlation in its area
of operation. His delegation looked forward to the day wh.n circum.tanc•• would
allow the agencies to re focus th.ir efforts on human resources development and the
reconstruction of an advanced infrastructure for Lebanon.

31. Mr. MUKHTAR (Sudan) Ixpressed his Government's deep gratitude to the
Secretary-General for his prompt response in addressing the complex emergency
situation in the Sudan. Operation Lifeline Sudan was a model of United Nation.
co-operation which had saved thousands of lives in the southern part of the
country. His delegation also wished to thank donor countries and organizations for
their invaluable help in alleviating the SUffering of the Sudane.e people cauled by
devastating floods in 1988. Other Arab countries had allo provided timely
assistance which had helped to mitigate the effects of that disaster.

32. Although the Sudanesl Government had spared no effort in mobilizing national
resources to cope with a veritable accumulation of disasters, the magnitUde had
exceeded the country's capacity to do so. The situation in the Su~an, described in
the Secretary-General's report (A/44/571), had resulted in widespre~d destruction
of the country's socio-economic infrastructure. His delegation was thus
partiCUlarly gratified by the firm commitment of donors to the World Bank Emergency
Flood Reconstruction Programme, described in paragraph 83 of the
Secretary-General's report. For its part, the Government of the Sudan was
d.termined to create an atmosphere conducive to p.ae., stabl1lty and developm.nt.
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33. Mra. SCOTT (Jamaica) said that the people of Jamaica had not forgotten the
assiatance which had poured in from all over the world as Jamaica recovered from
Hurricane Gilbert one year before. Thus, when Hurricane Hugo had hit other
Caribbean countries a few weeks earlier, Jamaica had joined in providing
assiatance, drawing on tho lessons gained from its own experience.

34. The frequency of natural disasters during the past two years had been
alarming. Predictions o~ increased hurricane activity caused by such phenomena as
climate change were of particular concern to Jamaica which, as an illand developing
country, wa. extremely vulnerable to natural disasters. Limited re.ource.
prevented many developing countries from preparing aaequately for such event.. The
aharing of information and technology aft a result of the International Decade for
Natural Disaster Reduction would thus be of partiCUlar value to those developing
countrie., which already faced many economic hardlhips.

35. While natural disasterl could not be prevented, m5Bwures could be taken to
mitigate their impact. The United Nations must continue to play an active role in
the implementation of Decade activities, but the international community must bear
in mind that the success of the Decade would depend on the availability of
financial resources.

36. National policies for disaster preparedness and management must form the core
of Decade activities. Her Government had already set up a natural dilaster
committee under the chairmanship of the Prilne Minister. A new national re.pons.
plan had been ratified and legislation pertaining to dilasters was under review and
Ihould soon be enacted.

37. At the regional level, the countries of the Caribbean were well served by the
Pan-C~ribbean Disaster Preparedness &nd Prevention Project, which had been
consistently supported by UNDRO, whose invaluable work her delegation supported.
In that connection, she urged that UNDRO should be placed on a sound financial
footing so that it might continue to operate effectively and efficiently.

38. Mr. LAZAREVIC (Yugoslavia) said that the developing countrie' had Buffered
extremely severely from natural disasters, especially where preventive measures had
not been undertaken in time. The least developed countries had been particularly
affected and the havoc caused by natural disasters had set back their development
goals for years, even decades. Regular exchange of information on experience in
preventing or forecasting major disasters could significantly help to reduce
fatalities and material destruction.

39. The de,ignation of the 1990s as the International Decade for Natural Disast~r

Reduction would strengthen efforts to expand bilateral and multilateral
co-operation in that field. An appropriate programme of the Decade mUlt be
eltablished, with preci.e objectives. It would allo be necessary to define the
role of the United Nations. The need for an intergovernmental mechani.m to monitor
the implementation of the programme should be cartfully examined, taking into
account various options, includinq the role of UNDRO which had acquired appropriate
experience in co-ordinating international natural disaster relief asai.tance.
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40. Through its Red Cross organization, Yugoslavia providAd assistance, within the
limits of its possibilities, to many countries and peoples. It had responded to
the needs of front-line States by contributing $12 million to the AFRICA Fund. His
delegation hoped that the United Nations system and the international community
would continue to render economic and humanitarian support to all countries
affected by natural or man-made disasters.

41. MLL-f.~ (Italy) said that recent natural disasters in various countries
highlighted the topical nature of lhe subject. When it was realized that even in
the United States, a country with the most advanced technologies, increased
preventive measures could have reduced the impact of the recent disasters there, it
was clear that much could and should be done elsewhere, particularly in countries
where warning systoms and preventive measures were inadequate or totally lacking.

42. Public awareness of the possibilities must ~~ increased, and the current
tendency to fatalism which in most areas of the world accorded preventive measures
a low degree of priority in national economic planning must be changed. Countries
which had developed preventive measures should share their experience, knowledge
and teChnologies in order to improve conditions elsewhere in the world.

43. The role of the United Nations system in promoting such exchange co-ordinating
activities would of course be extremely important. In his delegation's view, the
United Nations should also be responsible for monitoring the progress of the Decade
and establishing a centre tor the exchange of information and documentation.
Regular progress reports should be submitted to the Economic and Social Council and
the General Assembly.

44. Italy had implemented ample measures in its own territory for natural disaster
prevention and mitigation, and gave due priority to such activities in its
co-operation with developing countries. In response to the General Assembly's
recommendation Italy was proceeding to set up the Italian national commission for
the International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction. In the meantime, Jt had
organized at Trieste in July 1989 an international workshop for the purpose of
helping to identify scientific priorities for the Decade. The membership of the
committee proposed in the Secretary-General's report should be considered carefully
in order to ensure 8 balance between scientific experts and administrators, bearing
in mind that it must be action-oriented in order to achieve positive results during
the first years of the Decade.

45. ~tr..L.TQ~O!J (Chad) said that his Government wished to thank UNDP for its support
of Chad's reconstruction and development effort.

46. According to the report of the Secretary-General on special economic
assistance to Chad (A/44/418), current developments seemed to indicate that the
country was in a better position to restructure its economy. Nevertheles8, the
economic situation ~, a whole remained subject to the whims of nature an~ low raw
material prices, factors over which the State had little control. Despite its
considerable mininq potential, Chad remained essentially an aqricultural country.
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Action by the Government focused prima~ily on attaining food self-sufficiency, and
despite the devastating effects of the drought, ~inderpest and repeated locust and
grasshopper invasions, encouraging signs had emerged during the past three years.
However, considerable food shortages might still arise as a result of the uneven
rain-fall during the current growing season. Chad's financial situation also
remained difficult, primarily because of the fall in the price of cotton.

47. In response to that situation, Chad had agreed with the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund on a structural adjustment facility characterized by a
programme under which expenditures were limited to firm commitments, credit to the
economy was closely monitored and a time-table for the settlement of public debts
had been adopted. It would be very difficult for Chad to balance its modest budget
without external assistance. In that connection, he expressed his Government's
gratitude for the multi-faceted aid extended to Chad in its reconstruction and
development efforts by the international community. At the third Geneva conference
on a.sistance to Chad, in April 1990, his Government would b. submitting to the
donor community the broad development guidelines contained in its five-year
development plan for the perio~ 1990-1994. Moreover, in view of the importance of
the human factor in development, two series of meetings would be held in 1990, on
education and the development of human resources ond on public health and family
well-being. His Government invited all States and intergovernmental organizations
to participate in those meetings.

48. Chad was not only large and land-locked, but also a Sahelian country, and
therefore subject to desert encroachment. Action taken to combat drought and
d8sertification had inclUded the development of forest belts, sand-dune
Itabilization and the e.tablishment of plant nurseries. Within the Permanent
Inter-State Committee for Drought Control in the Sahel (CILSS), and with the
support of the international community, joint efforts had been made to halt the
progress of desertification. However, the countries of the Bahel were confronted
with the lack of financial resources to protect their natural environment. The
work of the United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office (UNSO) deserved to be supported,
and on behalf of all the member countries of CILSS, his delegation appealed to the
international community to assist them, through UNSO and the United Nations
Environment Programme in combating the degradation of the Sahelian environment and
in preserving the region's eco-system.

49. Mr. Payton (New Zealand> took the Chair.

SO. Mr. FERNANDO (Sri Lanka) said that in an increasingly interdependent world,
thel'e was greater awateness of natural disasters than ever before, and a greater
realization of the need for concerted action to alleviate, if not totally
eliminate, their effects. This delegation welcomed the decision by the General
Assembly to designate the 1990s as the International Decade for Natural Disaster
Reduction, I.nd commended the efforts ot the international community, both within
and outside the United Nations, to provide emergency relief to Bangladesh and Sudan
and help find lonq-term solutions to the problems those two countries were facing
as a result ot natural disastera, compounded by the unfavourable economic
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environment. A.ll States should continue to extend their support to those
endeavours.

SI. Mr. ¥VAN Shaofu (China) said that in an average year, natural disasters in
Chin~, caused damage equivalent to approximately $4 billion. His Government h~d

therefore always attached great importance to disaster resistance and relief, and
its ability to deal with disaster situations continued to improve. Disaster relief
work in China was based mainly on self-reliant efforts of local communities,
supported by funds allocated by the central Government. International assistance
also had a part to play, and his delegation thanked all donor countries and
organizations which, during the past 10 years, had provided ~isaster relief
assistance amounting to $50 million to China.

52. In order to tackle the issue in a fundamental way, serious study must be given
to finding ways of preventing natural disasters and minimizing their scope. The
international community should make concerted efforts to that end and, in the
context of the International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction, for which China
had established a national committee, the United Nations system should further
strengthen the financial and human resources allocated to special economic and
disaster relief assistance, and shOUld regard such assistance as an integral part
of international strategies and long-term development plans.

53. Mr. MocARTHVR (United States of America) said that his country would undertake
to support the efforts of the Government of Bangladesh to achieve progress on flood
control and water management issues. During fiscal 1989, the United States had
provided Bangladesh with $20 million in food aid and $13 million in development
assistance above the levels initially anticipated.

54. With regard to disaster preparedness, the United States believed that the
Government of Bangladesh should strive to develop a single central entity which
could effectively co-ordinate national disaster policy and mobilize the operational
capacity to deliver emergency services in times of disaster. The forthcoming
meeting of donors in London was the proper forum in which to continue discussions
of the action plan for flood control which the World Bank had prepared at the
request of the Government of Bangladesh. His Government would give immediate
consideration to the plan when it was made available to donors, and intended to
participate fUlly in the London meeting.

ss. With regard to the Special Plan of Economic Co-operation for Central America,
his Government believed it essential that economic assistance to that region should
promote continued progress towards democracy. Accordingly, such assistance should
be based on implementation of the commitments made by the Central American
Presidents at Esquipulas 11 and Tesoro Beach. The United States welcomed the
efforts made by the United Nations system to help the countries of Central America
achieve peace, social progress and economic development.

56. His Government remained greatly concerned about the welfare of the Chadian
people. United States economic support to Chad, which amounted to nearly
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$18 million in 1989, sought to stimulate the agricultural marketing sector and
provide budgetary support. His Government was pleased that a development plan for
1989-lq92 was being prepared and urged that continued attention be given to
meani~gful economic and structural reforms.

57. The Government of the United States provided more than $200 million in
assistance to southern Africa a year, and would continue to provide substantial
amounts of assistance to counter the economic and political effects of apartheid in
southern Africa, while continuing to believe that no realistic amount of assistance
would suffice to protect the front-line States from the adverse effects of economic
meesures taken by or against South Africa.

58. The United States supported the goals and objectives of the proposed
International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction, but was concerned about the
resource implications and, in general, believed that thy Decade should be funded
solely from extrabudgetary resources and voluntary contributions. UNDRO should not
be the lead agencyJ it should improve its performance and co-ordinate its efforts
with UNDP, rather than assume new responsibilities in conjunction with the De~ade.

His delegation commended the Secretary-General on the establishment of the Unit~d

Nations steering committee to assist in preparing an administrative framework for
the International Decade.

59. Mr. KBAMER (Canada) said t~hat recent disasters had brought home the importance
of the objectives set out by the General Assembly in resolution 42/169 for an
International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction. The task of the current
session would be to define the scope of the Decade, the machinery required to
support it and the role of the United Nations system. His delegation supported the
proclamation of the Decade and intended to work constructively with other
interested delegations in finalizing its mandate.

60. The work done so far on priorities for the 1990s had heightened awareness that
the negative impact of certain natural phenomena could indeed be mitigated by the
application of predictive technology, improved construction design and other
measures. The fact that the human and social cost of disasters so often fell on
economically vulnerable cOl1UTlunities and on the geographically disadvantaged
underscored the need for urgent supportive action. His delegation welcomed the
organizational arrangements put forward in the report of the Sf·:retary~General

(A/44/322), which situated the support structure for the Decade more directly
within the United Nations system. In its view, the voluntary efforts of national
scientific and technical entities were crucial to the success of the Decade, within
which the United Nations was envisageJ as playing a facilitative and catalytic
role. The structure must be tailored to reflect that specific role, and must be as
lean as possible, given the need for cost-effectiveness, the overall environment of
restraint, and the resultant competition for resources among compelling
priorities. To avoid making the structure unduly cumbersome, the function of each
committee should be examined prior to its establishment, and consideration should
be qiven the variety of related initiatives being put forward under the environment
item. Finally, strong technical co-operation elements should be built into the
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Decade so as to ensure dissemination of relevant technology to developing
countries, and adequate attention must be paid to the public information aspects of
the Decade.

61. The Canadian authorities were preoccupied by the recurrent flooding in
Bangladesh. After the 1988 floods, Canada had p~ovided $Can 14.5 million to
support recovery efforts, and allocated $Can 61 million to water management over
five years. The factors contributing to the problem were complex, and had
important international dimensions. His delegation welcomed the serious attention
given to the search for long-term solutions, in which multilateral agencies were
playing a leading part.

62. Regarding emergency assistance to the Sudan, the recent focus had been upon
Operation Lifeline Sudan (OLS). While recognizing that there were important needs
elsewhere, Canada was relieved that OLS had helped to avert a tragedy similar to
that of the previous year. ~~he cease-fire and the co-operation of combatants in
the relief exercise had been important factors in the successes achie·,ed. Canada
welcomed current plans for the preparation of a second phase of the Operation,
which would focus on rehabilitation and economic reintegration of the displaced.
Renewed efforts for the peace process, maintenance of corridors of tranquillity,
and continuation of the cease-fire would be important elements of future success.

63. Mr. MUCHANGA (Zambia) speaking on behalf of the front-line States of southern
Africa and the National Liberation Movements in Southern Africa, said that special
assistance to front-line States and other bordering States was intended, first, to
generate the necessary international solidarity against the apartheid system; and
secondly, to strengthen the economic and financial capacity of those States to
resist apartheid and its acts of aggression and destabilization. The most
significant developments during the past ye~r had been the independence process in
Namibia, and the on-going peace negotiations in Angola and Mozambique. Those
developments had led to a halt in direct military incursions by South Africa into
the independent States of the region.

64. Nevertheless, UNITA and RENAMO bandits had continued their senseless carnage
and destruction, not only in Angola and Mozambique, but also in neighbouring
countries, resulting in the displacement of people from their homes and means of
livelihood, the destruction of vital social and economic infrastructure, and the
continuea erosion of southern Africa's development potential. Such activities
would cease if UNITA and RENAMO ceased to receive external support and
encouragement. The enemies of peace and security in southern Africa were being
identified by their own activities.

65. In South Africa itself, the new leadership of the National Party had not yet
matched"the readiness of the African National Congress (ANC), the Pan Africanist
Congress of Azania (PAC), the internal democratic mass organizations and the
Organization of African Unity (OAU) to negotiate for a democratic, non-racial and
unitary South Africa. Consequently, a need for the imposition of effective
international sanctions against South Africa still existed. Only when
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international pressure against apartheid was maintained would real initiatives for
its abolition come from the National Party. While telling the world to give it a
chance to dismantle apartheid, the new leadership was preparing for prolo~ged

resistance to change, as exemplified by the recent debt rescheduling ag~~ement with
banks, concluded eight months earlier than necessary. The world must judge the new
leadership in South Africa by its deeds, not by its words. .

66. The apartheid regime had always responded to its relegation to the status of a
social, political and economic pariah by destabilizing the front-line and other
bordering States. Its principal targets had been economic, in a bid to reinforce
the argument, rejected by ~ll the peoples of southern Africa, that sanctions
against South Africa could only hurt the blacks inside South Africa and
neighbouring States, and to disrupt the struggle of the majority-ruled southern
African States for economic independence. The costs of destabilization had
included 1.5 ~illion dead - more than 50 per cent of them children under the age of
five - and $US 60 billion in lost and destroyed regional GDP. Apartheid's war in
southern Africa was destroying socio-economic processes, and it was in that context
that the special assistance programme to front-line and other bordering States must
be understood and its relevance appreciated.

67. Those States had not been daunted by aggression and destabilization, although
the resultant cumulative losses were higher than cumulative GDP. In a bid to
recover lost output, SADCC had initiated a programme of investment in production.
Its aims were to establish production complementarities among SADCC economies as a
first step towards expanded regional trade, and to expand regional and
international business activity. The programme of investment in production
initiated in 1987 had yielded positive results such as an enhanced business
climate, an important lever for boosting the economic vitality of the region.
SADCC was aware that it would take time for the programme to enable States to
recover their losses of existing production, economic growth and exports, and the
costs of embargoes. In 1988 the region had recorded a real growth rate of
4.5 per cent, higher than its population growth rate for the first time in
15 years. If peace came to the region, development potential would be enhanced and
such growth performances could easily be rp.peated.

68. There was still an urgen~ _leed for additional finances for infrastrurture.
Health, education, transport and communications and the energy sector, the
strategic targets of the apartheid war, still required reconstruction. The health
sector faced the new problem of traumas among children who had been the victims of
apartheid viol~nce, and who now required rehabilitation in facilities that the
civil administrations of SAOCC States could ill afford.

69. The States on whose behalf he was speaking would be sponsoring a resolution on
special assistance to the front-line and other bordering States. It was their hope
that the resolution would be acceptable to all, as one step among the many needed
to remove the threat to international peace and security posed by the apartheid war.
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70. Mr. OSMAN (Somalia) said that his Government was grateful to the
Secretary-General tor his prompt response in mobilizing international assistance to
address the large-.cale emergency in the northern part of Somalia, and to the
inter-agency mis.ion which had b••n entrusted with the responsibility f.or carrying
out an on-the-spot assessment of ut'gent humanitarian, relief and rehabilitation
needs.

71. The int.rim programme was restrioted to providing aid to 67,000 displaced
perlons. How.ver, according to official Somali Gov~rnm.nt estimate., almost
1 million persons had been affected by the disftster. Apart from those l~cat.d in
camps, a substantial number of displaced p.rsons were scattered throughout the
neighbouring regions. There had allo been a large influx of refugees into the
capital, Mogadishu. Obviously, once those people began to return to their place.
of origin, a much larger assistance programme would be required to cater for their
humanitarian needs. The long-term rehabilitation and reconstruction needs of the
affected towns and village. must allo be considered. There had been heavy loss of
life and extensive damage to public and private property, seven hospitals,
106 schools and utility and other faciJitiel, and approximately 63 per cent of
private propertie., while the whole communicationl network of the north-welt and
Toqdh.r regions had been ••••ntially put out of lervice. Hi' delegation therefore
beli.ved that the recommendations and findings of the inter-agency mission shnuld
be supplemented by an additional report on the developmental aspects of the probl.m.

7~. The Somali Government had taken all appropriate measures to provide relief
assistance to the affected population.. An Inter-Ministerial Committee had been
set up to co-ordinate relief programme., working closely with the donor community.
In addition, a Constitutional Commisoion had b.en estdblish.d to examine the root
caus•• of the conflict and seek a political solution. By a Presidential Decree of
March 1989, a high-level committee had been established, chaired by the Assistant
Prime Minister, with full authority to take the necessary measur.s to restore peace
and stability and promote national reconciliation. The committee had been given a
full mandate to open dialogue with the traditional community elders, religious
leaders ~nd prominent fiqures, revitalize trade and facilitate the importation of
vital commodities, partJ.cularly food and the necessary materials and equipment for
the reconstruction of towns and villages. Peace and stability had now returned to
the affected northern regions. The initiativ~s taken by the Government bore
witness to its clear determination to create a climate of reconciliation, peace and
stabili ty.

73. The Minister for Foreign Affairs of Somalia, addressing the General Assembly
on 27 September 1989, had stated that in view of the magnitUde of the human
problem, a greftt deal of international assistance would be required, but that
unfortunately, the response of the international community so far had not been
adequate., and that his Government therefore appealed for the necessary support so
that a programme for rehabilitation and reconstruction, as recommended by the
United Nations mislion, could be fully implemented. His delegation wished to
r.iterate the formal appeal made by the Minister, and to call upon donor countri.s
and the competent intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations to
contribute generously and urgently to meet the needs identified by the million. In
that regard, ~t requlsted the S.cr.tary-General to continu. his efforts to mobilize
international assistance to help Somalia in the implementation of its emergency and
rehabilitation programme.
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74. Mr. URI~RTI (Chile) said that the potential impact of natural disasters was
everywhere increasing as a result of population growth, the growth of cities.
inadequate maintenance of infrastruotures and the degradation of the environment.
Chile, as a country which had suffored extensively from natural disastero, attached
particular importance to the forthcoming International Decade for Natural Disastftr
~eduction. A national committee had been ftet up, and was already working on
questions relating to the Decade. A National Bureau for Emergencies had been in
exi.tence for many year.. During 1089 Chile had participated actively in .everal
important regional meetings and seminars held to adopt a regional policy for
promuting co-ordinated action for natural disaster reduction, develop preparvdness
for disasters, discuss the administration of states of em~rgency on an
international scale, exchange relevant experience and define the role of diplomatic
officials at home and abroad during the various stages of a disalter.

75. After the devastating earthquake in March 1985, the Chilean Ministry of
Foreign Affaira had set up an Office for External Aid, which had initially
processed relief contributions from abroad and had subsequently been responsible
for sending aid to other countries affected by natural disasters, a recent example
being the substantial aid sent to the victims of the earthquake in Armenia. Hi.
Government hoped that .uch co-operation would acquire a new dimen~ion with the
launching of the International Decade. particularly with regard to the least
developed countries.

76. In preparing for the Decade, Governments should regard preparations for
emergency situations in the health and education sectors as a priority in resource
allocation, and his delegation hoped to .ee resolute support for those areas
inc~rporated in the resolution to be adopted. He stressed the important role
played by the Pan American Health Organization in relation to the health aspects of
disasters in Latin America.

77. Special emphasis should also be placed on adequate protection and conservation
of the environment. There was an important link between prevention of natural
disa6ters and environmental protection measures.

78. Chile would continue to participate ectively in the preparations and work in
connection with the Decade, partiCUlarly at regional level, drawing on its many
years' experience of coping with natural di~asters. which had enabled its citizens
to face such challenges with resilience.

79. Mr. MALAPA (Vanuatu), speaking on behalf of the Sftven S~~ates members of the
South Pacific Forum, said that the issues relating to the International Decade for
Natural Disaster Reduction were of particular importance to the countries of the
South Pacific region, all of which had experienced the impact of natural disasters,
and some of which had received valuable moral and financial support from the
international community on such occasions.

80. There were important lessons to be learned from the natural dl,a.tlrs that had
recently made new. headlinl'. In the ca•• of the di,alter in northern China, the
de.trnction cau.ld by the earthquakl reprl.ented a major ,etbaek for the survivors
and constituted an added impediment to dMvelopment. On the other hand, the
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maqnitude of the Sin r1'anc11co earthquake would have led one to expect a far
qrelter 101. of life. One of the mOlt lignificant reasons why that had not
happened was the preventive mea.ure. taken over many years to compensate for just
.uch an occurrenoe. San rrancilco'8 re.ilience pointed the way forward in dealing
with nltural di ••sters.

81. ThOle lel80ns pointed t~ the role the United Nations system could and should
play in preparing for them and se8king to limit their impact. Any country affected
by a natural disalter should be able to bring ita plight to the attention of the
international community through the United Nations sy.tem, The efforta of UNDP and
the United Nations DisaDter Rolief Co-ordinator in that field were commendable, and
.hou1d be further co-ordlnatftd and complenlented.

82. His own region had first-hand exporience of the long-term consequence. of
natural disasters. In 1986 the Solomon Islands had been devastated by Cyclone
Namu. In rebruary 1987, Cyclone Uma had wrought similar d.~truction in Vanuatu.
In each ca.e the re.pons. of the international community had been swift and highly
appreciated. Rebuilding the economic ba.e of those countries had proved to be a
lengthy and difficult task, which would continue well into the future. While 1989
had leen no major natural di"aster in the South Pacific, on8 could not aSlume that
luoh would always be the caso. For that re.lon, the memb~[. of the rorum looked
forward to the start of the Internatio~al Decade for Natural DiHaster Reduction as
an opportunity to work towards ways of reducing the impact of inevitable natural
dislsters.

83. l.he our rent session of the aener~l Assembly would be responllble for Btarting
the Decade off un the right footing. It was thus very important tor the Second
Committee, when considerinq how to set up the relevant mechanisms for the Decade,
to retain a clear picttre of what the United Nations system could and could not
do. It could disseminate accurate and timely information on natural disasters,
co-ordinate reactions by the international community where such was the wish of the
affected country, and provide immediate relief as.istance. It should not, however,
generally be required to be the prlncipal mobilizer of re.ources. Nor should it be
expected to set priorities for relief and rehabilitation. Those tasks must fall to
the affected country. Indeed, in the weeks following a major natural disaster the
United Nations system must demonstrate flexibility and sensitivity in its actions.
In many cases the close bilateral links between a country and its key development
partners would set the pace and nature of reactions. Where the United Nations
system had an important role to play was in pr~paredness and prevention. The
members of the South Pacific Forum exp9cted the Decade to concentrate on those
vital areas and leave other aspects to existing mechanisms.

84. The members of the Forum attached great importance to practical action within
the parameters of the Decade. It was essential that the actions of the UniteG
Nations Iystem should demonstrate to all countries the relevance of those 10 years
of effort. The resolution to be adopted by consenlUB must give clear guidance to
the varioul parts ot the Secretariat as to the expectations delegations had of that
major initiative. The del8gatlonl on whOle behalf he spoke pledged themselves to
th_t end.

Ihe meeting rgJULjlt 1.25 p.m.
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